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Introduction
The unfavorable reaction equilibria of many amine
transaminases-catalyzed reaction systems require additional
methods to shift the biocatalytic reaction to the product side.[1]
Here we recently presented an alternative, crystallizationbased approach to selectively remove the product amine from
solution as a sparingly soluble product salt of
3,3-diphenylpropionic acid (3DPPA) (Fig. 1).[2]
In this concept study we plan to enhance this approach
by using a two coupled reactors in a semi-continuous
approach for the continuous synthesis of the desired amine.

Fig. 1: crystallization-based in situ product removal in
an amine transaminase-catalyzed reaction

Results and Discussion
Solubility differences

Tab. 1: pH-dependent solubility in 100 mM phosphate buffer at 30 °C.
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The main driving force of the in situ-product crystallization is
the low solubility of the product amine salt (in this case
(S)-1-phenylethylamine; PEA-3DPPA) and the higher solubility
of the amine donor salt (isopropyl amine; IPA-3DPPA). The
corresponding solubilities are pH-dependent, but fortunately
overlap with the activity maximum of the investigated amine
transaminase from S. pomeroyi (Tab. 1).
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Fig. 2: fed-batch experiment using 125 mM IPA-3DPPA and 100 mM
acetophenone (+ 10 mM every 24 h), pH 7.5, 30 °C, 1.5 U ·mL-1
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Full utilization of the applied substrates can only be acquired
by a continuously-operated process concept, which includes a
crystallization of the product salt from reaction solution. The
reactor is herein coupled to a secondary reactor, which readjust the concentrations of the substrates within the mother
liquor after conversion (Fig. 3).

Substrate variation
Tab. 2: substrate variation ISPC-concept
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ation significantly for
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amine, 3 U·mL-1 lyophilized whole cells, substrates. The enantio30 °C; 125 mM 3DPPA for ISPC; 200 mM selectivity of the catalyst
phosphate buffer pH 7.5
was not changed.
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Fig. 3: process concept for a coupled two reactor system

Summary
➢ ISPC facilitates higher conversion for various substrates
➢ two reactor-system is currently developed for a continuous
reaction system
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